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THIS DESIGN FIRM HAS    
A HANDS-ON APPROACH

Approaching four decades in the interior 
architectural design industry, Ladd McRae 
Lambert &  Audrey Dunn, co- owners of McRae 
Lambert Dunn have been designing innovative, 
approachable environments that are a stylish 
reflection of their clients’ discerning tastes and 
lifestyles.

Their objective is focused on providing clear 
and concise solutions that improve and capitalize 
on the fullest potential of a space. Taking a more 
architectural and practical approach to their 
designs is key in achieving a level of contemporary 
but comfortable sophistication. Their goal is to 
create timeless stunning living environments that 
are a reflection of their clients’ personalities, while 
enhancing their quality of life.

Every venture is a true strategic collaboration, 
taking in full consideration the clients discerning 
wishes, needs, and budget. Whenever possible, 
they prefer to be involved in a project from the 
initial stages, working closely with the architect and 
builders in defining a space functionally as well as 
visually.  They are committed to creating a “visually 
seamless” result throughout a project. Their “hands-
on” approach to design and installation assures 
quality and excellence in all phases of the project, 
and to the needs of their clients.

Working as a team on every project, they believe 
that their clients benefit from a combined experience 
as well as service.  Regardless of a projects size 
and scope of work, each job receives both Partners 
attention. Their distinguished designs results in 
repeat long-term relationships with their satisfied 
clientele.

McRae Lambert Dunn, 12 Via Loma, Laguna Niguel, CA 
92677, 949.495.6101, mcraelambertdunn.com PHOTOGRAPHY BY DARLENE HALABY
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CALIFORNIA 
DESIGN 
AN INDOOR AND OUTDOOR   
LIVING EXPERIENCE    
TEXT BY KAVITA DASWANI

I  N 2019, THE IDEA OF CALIFORNIA DESIGN SEEMS 

firmly rooted in a singular vision of high-ceil-
inged rooms that serve a multitude of 
purposes - living, dining, cooking, working. 
Said rooms open out onto beautifully land-
scaped outdoor areas with sparkling pools, 
where more of the same living/dining/cook-
ing/working is done.

But California design wasn’t necessarily 
always this way. With architectural styles 

ranging from English Tudor to Mid-Century Modern and 
Spanish Revival - all inspired by the diverse geographical 
terrain and history of the region - this neo-modern style of 
‘openness’ is fresh and vibrant, especially compared to the 
compartmentalized rooms - dining spaces and dens specifi-
cally - that were once a hallmark of Californian architectural 
style. Los Angeles, after all, is home to statement-making 
designers in the league of Peter Dunham and the mother-son 
team of Tommy and Kathleen Clements, designers who have 
worked on the multi-million dollar estates that dot the South-
ern California landscape. Barclay Butera, the Newport Beach-
based designer, has even made the brilliant blues of sky and 
sea a signature; many of his Californian interiors feature 
some rendition of the shade - from a classic navy to a soothing 
aquamarine, helping to foment that indoor-outdoor connec-
tion that is a trademark of Southern California living.
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“Design in Southern California has definitely evolved since 
I’ve been designing homes,” said noted interior and furniture 
designer Michael Berman, who lives between Los Angeles 
and Palm Springs, and has done collaborations with names 
such as Kravet, Walker Zanger and Fromental. “For one, the 
way Southern Californians live and entertain today is much 
more of an indoor-outdoor living experience. This translates 
into an easy California Casual style. Our residential clients 
are much more aware of design trends and consequently the 
new ‘it room’ has become the outdoor living room or open 
chef’s kitchen, often open to the outdoor patio and swimming 
pool spaces.”

Much of this shift can be attributed to lifestyle or cultural 
factors. Californians enjoy spectacular landscape and scen-
ery, and exposure to a wide breadth of outdoor activities. The 
current focus on fitness and wellness - unprecedented in 
modern history - means a lot of living takes place outdoors.

INTERIOR DESIGNERS  |  Essential Guide
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This has seeped into all sectors, say experts. Outdoor textiles, 
said Berman, are now “incredibly sophisticated….(they) rival 
gorgeous luxe indoor fabrics with many more vibrant colors than 
the requisite beige, natural, white and navy. Think Tangerine, 
Citron, Plum and Cerulean...outdoor durability with the tactile 
softness of cotton chenille, the depth of various weaves and sheen 
of fine silk.”

Furniture designers and producers have also responded in kind. 
Tom Kreiss, who has worked on residential interior design projects 
in California for 40 years, and whose family popularized the quint-
essential “California look” says that he drew influence from design-
ers like Michael Taylor, Angelo Donghia and Stephen Chase. Some 
decades ago, said Kreiss, “the look consisted of natural materials 

like stone, rattan, wrought iron and oversized upholstery. Every-
thing was large in scale. Mediterranean and traditional style with a 
more formal look.”

Contrast that to today’s aesthete, said Kreiss, and the contempo-
rary California look “is comprised of clean lines with a more 
modern and transitional feel. 

“Simple is better,’ he said. “Functionality is more important than 
form. Back to mid century mentality with an emphasis on simplic-
ity and integration of nature. The focus is more organic and less 
formal.”

Audrey Dunn, Principal and Co-owner of McRae Lambert Dunn, 
says she views California design as being “cyclical” in nature, and 
drawing much of its inspiration from fashion trends and colors.

“Kitchens in the past were small and designed for tight 
functionality and possibly had a small peninsula. Now, 
kitchens incorporate open layouts having large islands, even 
two, for entertaining and a renewed interest in cooking and 
having all professional appliances. Colors and materials 
seem to be the most cyclical. The warm shades from the 60s 
and 70s of brown orange, avocado with geometric shapes 
and florals are continually reinventing themselves.”

Dunn says she is seeing a return to warm grey shades, as 
well as what she describes as a “big resurgence in all-white 
environments.” Long gone, however, s a major trend in 

previous decades where everything in a living or bedroom 
had to match.

“(That) has evolved into expressing our individuality with 
a more collected look, mixing and matching furniture pieces 
and decor,” said Dunn. “Drawing influence from fashion, 
California interior design, as well as across the country, has 
been impacted by many famous fashion designers creating 
their own lifestyle brands for the interiors industry. They 
are branding their own furniture, bedding, and houseware 
lines which broadens selections for customized spaces that 
truly reflect ones personal taste.”
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